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Hello Designer!

Logo Design Budget = $150

Style of logo = Strong emphasis on typeface (font).

I will require the final Photoshop or Illustrator files for editing (so we can use 

on multiple locations).

Name of Company = Revenue Infographics

Type of Company = Infographics Design

Some of the words we use to describe this business are: 

- Proven, Visual, Solutions

- Customer-Focused, Sales-Oriented, Design

- Clear, Measurable, Growth

Please use a similar typeface (font).

Typeface (Font) of Logo
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Typeface (Font) of Logo:
Spacing between words

Note:

• “R” is uppercase in “Revenue”

• “I” is uppercase in “Infographics”

• “evenue” and “nfographics” are lowercase.

“Revenue” and “Infographics” are 2 

separate words. So please leave enough 

spacing between the two words to make 

it easy to read (just like these logos).

Color Palette

Color Palette 1:

Text Color = Blue [#0f7fc1]

Background Color = White [#ffffff]

Color Palette 2:

Text Color = White [#ffffff]

Background Color = Black [#060707]

Example for Color Palette 1 = shown here. Example for Color Palette 2 = not shown here. 

Please design it also.
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For the symbol, focus on the first letter “R”.

Icon (Symbol)

Once you create the logo that says “Revenue Infographics”. Please create the 

icon for the company.

Add a thin circle around the letter “R”.

Icon (Symbol)…contd.

Make the circle look like a pie chart / 

gradient. Keep it clear and simple.

Take a look at these symbols for 

inspiration:

Overall, keep the design simple, just like the “Pentagram” and “Landor” 

logos shown. 
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I will be sure to give you feedback for your entries:
- What I like about your logo,
- What you need to change.

Thanks for reading through this brief.

Look forward to working with you.

Cheers.

Overall, keep the design simple, just like the “Pentagram” and “Landor” 

logos shown. 


